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Mary-Kate & Ashley have literally grown up with their fans, sharing many private moments over the

years. Now the twins invite their fans to confide their most precious moments, too . . . by writing

them in their very own personal diary.Filled with questions and suggestions from Mary-Kate and

Ashley, each section of the diary encourages readers to share deeply held hopes, dreams,

thoughts, and aspirations . . . intimate secrets they can only reveal to someone they trust as much

as Mary-Kate and Ashley. Not sure you're in the mood to get that detailed? Consult the magical

mood-o-meter before and after each entry--you might be surprised at how good sharing can really

make you feel!
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Review: This isnt too bad as a diary but if you expect it to be more than slightly relevant to

Mary-Kate and Ashley you will end up dissapointed like me. As usual there is a little extra inside in

the form of a mood-o-meter. You can tell how pleased I wasnt after purchasing this book by the fact

that I always came out as black on it, this translated as go back to bed. Well there are small

snippets of info about Mary-Kate or Ashley in the diary but for the price I expected a LOT more. On

a lighter note the diary itself doesnt actually have the date printed in so you can use it whenever you

want without being forced to use in during the year 2000. This also means that if you only write in it



once a week or even once a month there may be enough space for more than one year in it. The

verdict: If you are after a diary with a little more (there are some cool things to do inside) or just GOT

TO have the latest Mary-Kate and Ashley merchandise, then buy it. However I must add that if you

are any older than 12 then the things in this book probably wont appeal too much. I give it an age 7 -

14 rating max. If you are thinking of getting it just because you are a fan of Mary-Kate & Ashley then

I would say don't buy it. If I had known it was like this I wouldnt have bought it as, like I said before,

it is mostly irrelevant to them.

This Diary is the best diary and most unique I have ever seen. It of course has a lot space to write

your personal stuff but it has more than that. It has quizes so you can find out more about yourself.

It has places where you can put in your favorite pictures, a mood card game, and a magic

mood-o-meter so you can see what mood you are in.

I think that this book is totally cool! My sister even said that it is sooooo cool! i want everyone to

know this because it is such a great book!Signed,Kelsey abrams...
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